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You got it! Basic DIY will guide you step-by-step through projects that you can do on your own in almost no time at all. No engineering degree required. 1/12 The Handyman FamilyRecreate mid-19th century Greek revival period of American architectural history with this floor on the ceiling of
a hardwood library. This project has many opportunities to learn router techniques that will add high-class features to you at home. Check out the whole project here. If you don't know the router as well as you should, here are some basics that you should know. 2/12 Although super-chic
with its mid-century modern design, this coffee table still has plenty of room for storage. This project is actually quite simple, but your guests will think you are the next Norm Abram. See how to create it here! Find some more hairpin project ideas from our editors. 5/12 Family Handyman This
wooden garden gazebo may be your place to get away for a peaceful retreat or gorgeous lawn sculptures that you look at through the kitchen window. This project will test your building skills, but the end result is undeniable. Get how-to plans here. Does this gazebo make you cringe? Try
the place. 6/12 Family Handyman This stylish, modern palette wood table is a great introduction to cutting lumber and cutting joinery on a table saw. This will give you a new method of collecting lumber while also providing you with some side tables that are infinitely interesting. Check out
the whole process here. Maybe this side table won't fit your style. Try this Rennie Mackintosh table instead. 7/12 Family Handyman When the Vikings of Yore built a something-longboat lodge, even drinking a horn-it was sturdy and simple, functional but attractive. This table fits that mold. It's



big, rock-solid and buildable with basic instruments, but has some elegance to it. The Handyman family's contributing editor, Spike Carlsen, will take you step by step. Click here for accompanying bench plans. 8/12 Family Handyman Arrange all your video devices with this simple DIY TV
stand. It's the perfect project: simple construction techniques, reasonable costs, complete in one-weekend and furniture-quality results. You only need one special tool for first class joints, pocket screw prep, which eliminates the need for many expensive terminals. You don't want a TV
stand? Instead, see how to connect your TV directly to the wall. 10/12 Family Handyman Built-ins are incredibly trendy right now. This project from a year away is still incredibly useful and will add a masterpiece to every room in your house. Learn how to use cheap materials such as birch
plywood and standard upholstery to build a classic wooden library. Find out how here. See 25 more incredible library designs here. 11/12 You'll love to play chess on this custom-built board. And it's simple! Choose the contrasting types of wood that you Collect some glue and a few other
tools and materials and you are ready to start building. Check out the whole process here. Bonding Bonding be incredibly fun. If the chessboard seems a little too crazy, try this masterpiece board instead. 12/12 This project is made of cedar posts and dimensional lumber placed over wood,
concrete and patio stone bases. It's a challenge to build, but if you've built a deck, you can handle it. The pavilion will take you about two full weekends to build. Beauty isn't cheap, though; expect to pay about $1500 for everything with a little more for your personal landscaping touches.
Here you will find plans. If this pavilion seems a little ... Small. Try this outdoor living room. Originally published: February 7, 2019 Photo: FlickrOn Television, home improvement projects go from start to finish in 60 minutes or less. You probably thought while watching, if I could get a project
done in less than an hour, I'd definitely do it, but I don't have a whole day or a whole weekend. If you're one of those people, there's good news: You don't have to spend a lot of time to spruce up your home. Here are some ideas for fast projects that deliver great results. CUT OFF ENERGY
BILLS The furnace is the largest appliance in your house. Help him work more efficiently and reduce the concepts that force him to work with these suggestions. Install a programmable thermostat If your home is one of millions in America that still has an old-fashioned dial thermostat that
you manually modify, according to the National Association of Electricity Producers, it's time to switch. Programmable thermostats allow you to automatically change the temperature in the home throughout the day, so the heat is reduced when you are at work, but then picked up before
returning, which is money and energy saver. Also, dial thermostats contain mercury, which can affect the brain, heart, kidneys, lungs and immune systems of people of all ages. A big problem is the effect of mercury on children's evolving nervous system, which can affect cognitive function.
Because of these risks, 15 states have restricted sales of mercury thermometers. Fortunately, programmable thermostats are easy to install and relatively economical, costing $35 to $100, says Dean Bennett, president of Dean Bennett Design and Construction, Inc., in Castle Rock, Co.
These help avoid the discomfort of raising temperatures when you sleep or before returning home, he says. Most of them are easy to install themselves and work takes about 45 minutes. A screwdriver, drill and possibly touch-up paint are all you need to start saving money on your heating
bills. Seal draft weatherstripping around windows and doors can stop the cool air from making your home feel less than cozy. Persistent weather stripping, which has glue, is recommended around doors and windows that are open through the season. For windows that remain closed until
spring, consider temporary weather sealants or putty that peels off when it's no longer needed. This will make your home more comfortable while ensuring that your furnace won't have to work so hard warm up your house. Drain water heater Water contains sediment that can collect at the
bottom of the water heater. These particles will create insulation over time that will force the heater to work harder to give you a hot shower. The extra temperature strains the metal, causing leaks. To counter this, simply drain a liter of water from a hot water heater once every three months.
Refer to the operating instructions for instructions. SPRUCE UP YOUR SPACEUpdate your hardware The most time consuming part of this job may be choosing a new handle, door or socket to pull off a dizzying number of options in your local home improvement center. But once you make
a purchase, installation in many cases requires nothing more than a screwdriver. If you are placing pulls on doors that have never been done before, create a template made of wood or cardboard that will ensure that you drill holes in the same place on each door cabinet. And while you're at
it, install baby locks that will stop either your children, grandchildren, visitors or pets from getting to dangerous places. Turn off tap Sick from drain, impossible-to-clean or leaky battery? If you can control the key, you can install a new one quickly and easily. Simply unscrew the connections
from the old battery and screw in the new battery. Just remember to turn off the water supply before starting work, and you'll be done quickly (without spilling clean up). This is a simple solution that can help update your kitchen or bathtub. Add an overeater, and you'll lower your water bill as
well. Refresh your old room with Color Choose a bold color color. Then use it to paint only one wall in the room. It will cost less and won't take as much time as painting the whole room. PUT SAFETY FIRSTClean out of your dryer channels Sometimes feel like your dryer isn't working as fast
as it used to be? Lint could be the culprit. But the buildup not only affects efficiency, but also increases the risk of fire. In fact, failure to clean is the main cause of the laundry dryer fires, according to U.S. Fire Protection. To clean the ducts, you will need a vacuum and some muscles to move
the dryer away from the wall. Once it's disconnected, unplug the pipe and vacuum as much as you can. Check your electrical perform an audit of your electrical power take-offs. Slide the socket covers into unused sockets and covers via electric belts and secure any loose wires as a
precaution against child insulation. Locate congested circuits and power cords and adjust them as needed. Frayed cables should be replaced, as should any switch that is hot to the touch and cords that run under carpets that are all fire hazards. Replace the furnace filter To improve air
quality as well as efficiency, furnace filters should be checked for impurities monthly and changed at least every three months, according to the Department of Energy. The new filter significantly reduces airborne dust particles. If you have allergies, you may want to invest in a better The
replacement is Just replace the old one with a new one and you're done. CLEAN UP OUTDOORS Don't be surprised if the pressure washer becomes your new favorite home gadget. It has a large amount of uses and gets a lot of work done quickly. De-grime your house with a pressure
washer, no need to crawl on the roof to clean your guts. Just aim and spray. The pressure washer also cleans dirt from eaves as well as vinyl tows and can be used to clean second floor windows. Make sure that all windows are securely closed before starting. Scrub your roads Sidewalks,
sidewalks and driveways can become stained wet leaves, mold and car leaks. The power washer can get rid of these eye eyeliner. By the end-of-summer cleanup do patio furniture, children's toys, and inflatable pools need to be scrubmed before they are stored away, but don't want to
spend hours wielding a scrub brush? The pressure washer can quickly do its job. Build raised flower flowers These flowers, made of durable pressure-treated wood, make your yard look more organized. Add landscape fabric to the base and you can stop the growth of messy-looking weeds
as well. A 24-hour garden bed can be built in less than an hour. All you need is eight, 8-foot long parts of pressure-treated lumber, screws, building glue and landscape glue. With a drill and saw, you just need to cut the pieces in size and secure them together. Add dirt and you can start
planting. Visit here for more information on this project. SMALL PROJECTS, BIG IMPACT Maintaining and improving your home may seem like a job in itself, but it may not. Small projects that can be done quickly can greatly improve the look of your home without going all weekend.
Weekend.
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